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The Image of Fairfield

Friday, December 3, 1999

TUp close a.n.d personal
Fairfield's Chief ofPolice sets the record straight on town and university
Editor's note: He's been in the
middle of town-gown clash at
Fairfield Beach for over 30 years.
Fairfield Police Chief Joseph
Sambrook remembers the days when
only students lived at the beach in the
winter and "the Jesuit priests ruled
with an iron hand." Due to the influx of year-round beach residents,
the job is a lot tougher and now
Sambrook says he is "between a rock
and a hard place" in enforcing the
law. Mirror News Editor Brian
Huben sat down with the chief this
week. The subjects discussed are
close to the hearts of many students:
whether they should be bannedfrom
living at the beach, whether police
overreact during disturbances and
how to smooth relations with yearround residents.
Why are students at Lantern Point
continually given tickets for noise
violations and more likely than not
formal complaints have not been
called in to the police?
That's a difficult thing for us too
because pretty much by Supreme
Court ruling we (police officers) can't

be offended by other language or any
of these things. That's why, to the
frustrations of many of the property
owners down there, when the police
officers get there and says we have
to have a specific complaint they'll
say, 'well can't you hear it?' And
the police officer will say, 'well it's
not offending me, it may be offending you but it's not offending me.'
So Lantern Point is a tough spot
because everyone is jammed in there
so tightly. But if we get a specific
complaint and we have to go down
there and we do witness the sound,
we'll make the, well we did have the
situation where we were doing some
warnings and so forth but then it got
to a point where say house #471 or
something like that had a record for
a number of complaints. Then our
dispatcher would tell the officers
when they were responding that we
had numerous complaints for that
residence.
What changes have you seen between the relationship of Fairfield
University students, the Fairfield
Police, and the town of Fairfield
during your time as chief?

Photo: Brian Huben
Fairfield Police Chief Joseph Sambrook at his desk in his Reef Road Office
Fairfield University is a very well played and exhibited by the students.
known name and we're very proud
However, there are a group of
that Fairfield University is in our young people, not any one group in
town. I take every opportunity to de- particular, that when they get together
fend the students and their right to and do a little beer drinking get a little
be just that, to be students and to rowdy and out of hand. Our officers
have as good a time here at Fairfield are instructed to be fair, firm and
as they can while going to school as friendly and I think that's the simplest
long as it is tempered with good way we can put it. I will be the first
common sense. And...based upon person to defend their right to pursue
percentages and the number of stu- those activities and those programs or
See on p. 2
dents that balance is fairly well dis-

Our friendly neighbors
By Shannon Steinfeld
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Fairfield University is being sued
by College Park residents because of
the new astroturf football field, and
student relationships with year-round
beach residents continue to be volatile. But the new University Park
neighbors next to the townhouses say
they have few complaints.
"We wouldn't have built our home
here if this wasn't Fairfield University," said University Park resident
Leslie Donahue. "If this was UConn,
we wouldn't be here."
Donahue and her family moved
into their house a few months ago and
so far she said she has seen no major
problems. Her one complaint is that
two trailers have been parked since the
summer in the Dolan parking lot, right
next to her backyard. As far as noise
goes, she said, you can hear things
occasionally, but she is "tolerant of
'normal' student behavior."
Donna Tierney has lived in University Park for almost a year and said
that she has seen more advantages
than disadvantages in living close to

This Week..
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the university. Her children use the
university's basketball courts and
pool, and play lacrosse on the fields.
The family also enjoys listening to,
and attending, the sport games and
going to the Quick Center for special
events.
"I love living in an area with a
neighborhood atmosphere," said
Tierney. Her family's only disappointment was not being invited to the
barbecue Alumni Weekend.
University Park is located behind

Dolan Hall and next to the
townhouses. This new development
area is made up of approximately 25
new homes, half of which reside on
the University's peripheral borders.
The property was owned by the University but was sold four years ago
for economic reasons, said Doug
Whiting, associate vice president for
public relations.
Residents Richard and Lois
Schlegel also have not noted any major problems with living in close

Photo: Brian Huben
Houses in University Park have had relatively little complaints of the university

Campus Life:
Christmas gift ideas
see p. 6

proximity to the university. "Sure, we
hear the kids on Friday nights, but it
hasn't been a problem," said Lois
Schlegel. "I can't imagine someone
moving in this close and not expecting some amount of activity."
However, they did make a com-

"7 can't imagine someone
moving in this close and not
expecting some amount of
activity."
—Lois Schlegel
plaint to Whiting earlier on this year
about the trailers parked behind Dolan.
"They just aren't something that you
want to see constantly out your back
window," said Schlegel.
Another University Park resident
said he was disappointed that the University didn't plant any trees on the
border between their property and
Fairfield's campus.
"By and large, complaints have been
minimal. There have been no noise or
behavior complaints," said Whiting. In
all, there has only been about a halfdozen complaints from the residents
See on p. 4

Commentary:

A&E:

Sports:

More complaints over FYE
policies
see p. 11

Rage Against the
Machcine CD reviewed
see p. 11

Rough start for men's
basketball
see p. 15
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Chief feels police are
'stuck between a rock and a hard place'
whatever. I'll be the first to defend
their right to do that. But, their rights
end when they start to interfere with
and infringe upon someone else's
rights.
I must admit that I get a little bit
annoyed when I see 18, 19, 20 and
21 year-old young adults being disrespectful and mistreating senior citizens and we do have a few of them
that live down there at the beach. And
you know if you think about it, someone who is 80 years-old, they've paid
their dues and they have the right to
a quality of life that is free of this really outrageous behavior where
there's swearing and carrying on and
urinating in the street or on their property and braking mailboxes and stuff.
You know every once in a while
kids go bonkers and they raise a little
chaos but I think that that has to
be...they just need to respect other
people. They'd be the first ones probably to be incensed if another group
of people treated their parents that
way. But just because they're the here
from another state and they're 50,
100, 200 or 300 miles from home,
that doesn't give them the license or
permit to be disrespectful and mistreat other people. I want their time
here to be as pleasant as possible. I
want them to leave Fairfield with a
good feeling and a good understanding that Fairfield University is a terrific place to get an education and living in Fairfield was a nice experience.
I don't want them leaving here thinking that it was some kind of police
state operation or anything like that.
You know I'll more than meet the
students half way if they'll meet me
half way.
You said you have been a police officer in Fairfield for over 30 years.
How are things different now compared to when you first started?

i
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Well I remember when I was a
rookie policeman (in the 1960s) and
most of the university was being instructed or taught by Jesuit priests and
back in those days the students would
say to us if we picked them up for
rowdy behavior, drunkenness or
something, they would plead with is,
'please don't tell the school because
we'll get expelled.'
Back in those days the Jesuit

priests ruled with and iron hand and
the students...there was a totally different mentality. Number one they
didn't want to get the priests and the
hierarchy at the school angry at them
for fear of being expelled and God
forbid if they even got a letter sent
home to their parents, their wrath
would be as much or more than the
school. So they could keep a better
lid on things back in those days because was more of a fear of the consequences for their behavior.
So it has changed but in the past
15 years we have a good year, we
have a bad year. And I think a great
deal of it is dependent upon, and you
know when we speak we're speaking primarily of their behavior down
at the beach, and I think a whole lot
of it has to do with the president and

"It's difficultfor us because
we 're kind of stuck between
a rock and a hard place..."
vice president of the people who work
on the beach association. And I think
that they have a difficult role. That's
something that I know last year and
the year before the one's that were
on it all graduated-they're gone.
I did meet one time with some of
the new people coming on and I
would hope that we'll get together
again from time to time. I don't want
anybody to think that Fairfield Police
Department has any kind of agenda
in terms of Fairfield students. That
is absolutely not the case.
And we walk a fine line too. It's
difficult for us because we're kind of
like between a rock and a hard place
in that the year-round beach residents,
the people who own houses down
there, are on one side. We have the
university and its hierarchy on the
other side and in the middle we have
the students that are kind of mixed in
the whole catalyst and try to blend it
all and no matter how good a job we
do if the beach people feel we're doing a wonderful job, then the students
probably think, 'boy they're really
hitting us hard,' and if the students
think we're terrific guys then they
(year-round residents) think we're not
doing our jobs. So it's a tough line to
walk.

By Kate Sullivan
Campus Beat Reporter
Nov 18
3:19 p.m. - A student's car parked in the Jogues lot was vandalized.
The car windshield was shattered.
Nov 19
9:56 p.m. - The smell of gas was reported in Dolan's Freshman
Dining Hall. The source of the odor, a stove, was turned off.
Nov 20
12:46 a.m. - An RHC in Gonzaga found a room window shattered. The
residents of that particular room claimed responsibility for the damage.
Nov 21
2:39 a.m. - A male non-student was harassing a student. This hoodlum was detained by security for a brief time. He then broke free, fleeing
onto North Benson Road. The suspect was identified but was not located.
3:12 a.m. - The Fairfield and Bridgeport Police Departments were
chasing a car near university property. The driver bailed out of the car and
ran onto campus. The suspect ran into the woods and was not found.

"/ don't want anybody to
think that the Fairfield Police Department has any
kind of agenda in terms of
Fairfield students."
What can be done to heal the tensions between the three parties?
I don't know, I suppose it's very
naive on my part to even think this
way but I think it all comes down to
respect. I mean if people respected
one another and their rights to be living a decent quality of life-we
wouldn't have these problems. I
don't think there's anybody down
there (at the beach) that would say
we don't want students to have parties and we don't want the students
to enjoy themselves. I don't think
there's anybody, it's just that the
spillover that creates the problems.
And very often the unwanted
people who try to crash these parties
and I know that from time to time
people come from out of Fairfieldstudents age people whether they're
Sacred Heart or where they're from
but they try to crash the parties and
that's the thing that really, I think, we
hear the most about is loud music and
I know that you young people like

one that would disagree with me. It's
when they get together and get that
mob mentality.
Are complaints of students sometimes exaggerated?
I have seen situations where a specific person may have been arrested
for something and I don't think that
he/she necessarily distort the facts of
the case. I think it's somebody that
probably wasn't even there but they
probably heard so and so said such
and such and you know you have the
same thing in high school and grammar school.
When you get a bunch of young
people together and if they have a
story that is this big, they'll fill the
blank spaces and now the story is this
big and when it's told again it's bigger and bigger and I think, I don't
think that there's any real intention on
anybody's part to distort or mislead
people yet often there are some very
distorted facts that are printed in the
paper.
What are the students' biggest misconceptions of the Fairfield Police?
Well I don't know. I don't get any
real first hand commentary from the
students so I don't think I can even

."■\

Ouimet
A house on Lantern Point, the site of many parties hosted and attended by
Fairfield students

your music loud.
We're gonna raise a generation of
hard of hearing people by the time
they're my age you'll probably be
wearing a hearing aid but the loud
music because it's offensive to some
people and the noise in the streets
when they're going to and from these
parties and by noise I mean the profanity and the screaming and
hollering and the urinating, you know
whipping it out any place they are just
letting it go and these are things that
people find very offensive and I know
you can't stop it completely but I
think it, and I think there's not a kid
up there that I could talk to one on

How will the new upperclassmen
dorm offectproblems at the beach?
I think that everybody thinks that
it is going to be the absolute panacea
of this problem but I don't think it will
be. What is it 200 students (in the new
dorm)? And we got how many living
at the beach? 500. So how much of
an impact is it going to have. Of the
300 that are left are they not going to
have parties and are not the 200 living
in those dorms going to come down
See "Department" on p. 4

Editor's Note
See page 8 for further information

In the November 18 is.sue, the Mirror ran two "cheers and
boos" items in the "boos" column. One item was a personal
attack on Kara Masi and friends, while the other falsely
suggested that the residents of townhouse 40 had committed
a crime. The errors were a result of an editing breakdown.
The Mirror apologizes to the students effected and everyone
offended by these errors.
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Students take stock in FUSA Constitution
By Chris Dara
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As the FUSA Senate and Cabinet
continue to struggle to write a new
constitution, few students have
stepped forward to give their time,
energy, and thoughts to how Fairfield
students should govern themselves.
One concerned student, Adam
Franco, has attended meetings to push
for fair representation, better funding
and improved student life.
Franco '01 said he wants to find
the purpose of government and get
to the root of the problems on campus. "A lot of the problems that are
occurring on campus can be easily
solved.
"It is very is very difficult to come
up with money for even small
events," said Franco. "The school
says they want more activities and
more participation, but sets up a financial barrier... there is not enough
funding, at all, and this is something
that everyone wants to see."
"We need to decide where we're
. going before we write anything,"
Senate President Tracy Boyd said at
the November 14th meeting. But that
direction is open to debate.
Her comments came as the FUSA
Cabinet and Senate debate how students should govern themselves. All

students are invited to take part in the
Sunday night meetings at 5:30 in
Canisius 15.
Mark Sheppard, director of community relations internal for the Cabinet, proposed that inside Senate, instead of eight members from each
class, have four plus two members
from each resident hall, two from the
commuter club, the town houses and
for beach residents. "This would get
the Senate in better touch with the
campus," said Sheppard.
Franco, concerned about student
activities, added that there should be

They would petition to the Senate and
would be the official voice for the students. Franco strongly supported the
idea.
Franco suggested the Student Activities Board turn to an area of research, a polling group. This would
provide more accurate information. "It
would find out what students really
want," said Franco. "If you look at
other colleges like Quinnipiac, they
have a huge polling group ... publicly
known magazines like Business Week
or the [New York] Times usually mention Quinnipiac's poll throughout elec-

"The school says they want more activities
and more participation, but sets up a financial
barrier."
—Adam Franco
one for each organization and club on
campus. "But where do we draw the
line?" asks Louie Solla, FUSA president, "There will be a representative
for everything."
Sheppard also proposed that there
be two petitioners for each group,
rather than two representatives.
These petitioners would represent the
resident halls, townhouses, beach
residents and the commuter club,
among other groups of interest, and
would attend the Senate meetings.

tions."
"This leaves too much of a chance
to abuse power," Boyd said. "What if
the representatives of the Student Activities Board just do what they want?"
Franco said this is always going to be
a possibility, but suggested they develop a separate polling group instead,
separate from the Student Activities
Board, and said the group would be
required to do the research. Sheppard
replied that this would take too much
work.

Tracy Boyd

At present, the Cabinet tends to
deal with issues on campus, such as
campus life. "That is the senate's job;
Senate's purpose is to represent the
students, not the Cabinet's," said
Boyd. "Cabinet is more of an activities club, Senate deals with campus
life."
The Senate wanted to become
more diverse. Sheppard proposed the
Senate add two more people to represent each class, giving each class ten
representatives versus the eight at
present. The Senate also discussed
adopting the idea of petitioners as proposed by Sheppard. "The Senate
would become a place where you
could sort through all that [the ideas
presented by the petitioners]," said
Franco.
The discussions are expected to
continue into the spring semester.

Fairfield hopes for
s rebound
By Justin Zelek
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

\

One of the best-known college organizations in the world is U.S. News
and World Report. For 1999, U.S.
News and World Report has ranked
Fairfield fourth among northeastern
regional schools, tied with fellow Jesuit University Loyola of Maryland.
Fairfield was ranked below
Villanova, Providence and Rochester
Institute of Technology. The ranking may be a bit deceiving since other
prestigious schools, such as Trinity,
Yale and Harvard were not included
in this category, but in the National
Rankings.
In 1998, Fairfield was tied with
four other colleges for the number 3
spot. In 1997, Fairfield tied with two
other colleges for number four in the
U.S. News and World Report
rankings.
The Princeton Review ranked
Fairfield in two of its categories. The
first, being demographics, in which
Faifield was ranked number 12
among schools with homogeneous
student populations. The second,
being under social life, which
Fairfield also received a number 12
ranking, that resulted from its strained
relationship with the town of
Fairfield.
On November 9, Fairfield sent a
committee to U.S. News and World
Report to discuss Fairfield's rank.
<, , The committee's main goal was to
further enlighten the magazine's rep-

resentatives about Fairfield. "It was
a good meeting," said Phyllis
Fitzpatrick, director of management
information at Fairfield. "We walked
away thinking they [US- News and
World Report] had learned more
about Fairfield."
One point the committee brought
up to the magazine's representatives
was that Fairfield is the second
youngest university behind Brandeis
to join Phi Betta Kappa program, the
oldest and most widely recognized
national academic honor society in
the U.S. Fairfield received the honor
in 1995.
"Ranking is something you can't

"Fairfield has an excellent reputation but since
we are a younger university compared to other
school, a lot of people are
not familiar with us yet."
—Kurt Schlichting
manipulate," said Kurt Schlichting director of institution research and associate professor of sociology.
Schlichting, who was on the committee that visited U.S. News and World
Report, said that ranking has a lot to
do with the university's reputation
and how well know it is. "Fairfield
has excellent reputation," said
Schlichting, "but since we are a
smaller and younger university compared to other schools, a lot of people

Photo: usnews.com
Fairfield consistently rates among the top schools in the North

are not familiar with us, yet."
"We take our ranking very seriously," said Doug Whiting, associate
vice president for public relations at
Fairfield, "and we are always trying
new methods to improve it."
Fairfield has recently incorporated
new standards into its admission process. The last three years set a record
for the number of applicants (6400)
that were received by Fairfield. Last
year, Fairfield accepted six out of every ten applicants verses seven out of
ten the year before. "Our specific goal
is to increase the quality of the student
body," said Whiting. The average SAT
score was raised 53 points to 1160, to
elevate entrance standards.
This year, U.S. News and World
Report changed the way it ranks
schools, so different factors, such as
standardized-test scores and per-student spending, were weighted differently. As a result, the rankings of several universities with strong science
and engineering programs were
boosted. The California Institute of

Technology took the number one spot,
leaping eight notches over such perennial powerhouses as Harvard,
Princeton and Yale that all shared the
number one ranking last year.
In a recent article in the Chronicle
of Higher Education, the vice-provost
of CalTech, David Grostein said, "It's
like winning the Rose Ball. It doesn't
change the school or its characteristics, but it's a nice thing to have. I
don't doubt that we'll use it in advertising to attract students and impress
donors."
At Fairfield, the addition of the
Nyselius-DiMenna Library, tripling
the size of the parking lots, and building the new residence halls also may
help the school attract better students
and a higher ranking.
"All the new material will make
Fairfield such a great place," said
Whiting. "It's a watershed era of
Fairfield's history that will forever
change it."
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Department defends actions in 'Grape* incident
anyway.
What do you think would be a more
prudent action for the university to
take?
I was real disappointed when the
university sold all that property up
there (land next to the townhouses
that was sold by the university and
developed as University Park). I just
couldn't believe my eyes when I saw
that. I thought what a perfect opportunity that would have been to build

"I was real disappointed
when the university sold all
that property up there. I just
couldn't believe my eyes
when I saw that."
more of those condos like they have
on North Benson Road.
But I don't mean to get into the
university's financial structure or anything. I mean, maybe it was too cost
prohibitive to do that. I don't know.
But I know building those houses so
close to the university, they're already
having people complain about the
noise at a university which is pretty
stupid. They bought a house next to
a university and now they're complaining about the university. They
probably could have avoided that and
at the same time avoided a whole lot
of other things if they kept the property and built some new dorms.
Well wouldn't that situation hold
true for yearlong residents ? Thirty
orforty years ago, the beach was deserted in the winter except for
Fairfield students. Shouldn 't those
residents also have known what they
were getting into when they purchased a house at the beach?
If you're talking about just the
point itself, I suppose there's a certain validity to that. When we were
talking before about 30 years ago
when I was a patrol officer, during the
winter months we were brought down
to the beach by a patrol car to the very
end-by the turnaround, and we used
to have to walk the beach and check
all the cottages and make sure they
hadn't been broken into and we'd
spend most of the day checking the
cottages and there weren't many students living there then. There were
some, but not that many. Most everything was boarded or nailed up for
the winter.
The big turnaround was a lot of
people who lived in Greenfield Hills
and Strattfield who kept a summer
cottage and a house up there and then
for one reason or another sold the
house up in the hills, inland, and

dumped all that they got for their
houses into these houses and made
then $750,000 $1 million houses and
they certainly anticipate to have a
quality of life down there. It's not
unreasonable.
The problem has been that you
can have that $1 million house next
to a house that's being rented by students and the students are creating a
little havoc and the person in this $1
million house says, 'hey, what are
they doing this for.' But Lantern
Point, that could be a little different
because they're all jammed in together there.

students and that's got to be a little bit
tough for him. I sympathize with
his...he has specific problems that only
he can deal with.
I think he's probable helped lubricate the work, so to speak, where there
has been, in the past, a little bit of a
breakdown between the incidents that
occur and the people in the administration in the university getting all the
facts in a timely manner and being able
to adjudicate the situation by them if it
needs to be adjudicated by the university.
Very often if it was a court case
where someone was summonsed to
court, they get continuances and conWhat kinds of problems does Sacred tinuances and by the time the thing is
Heart have with the police?
finally heard school is out for the year.
And as time goes by a lot of it gets
Our activity at Sacred Heart has watered down-the impetus is gone.
been pretty much, over the years, Yeah, I think he has helped lubricate
computers being stolen or cars be- the system.
ing stolen from the parking lot or
something like that. Specifically, Earlier this year there was a situation
crimes against an individual on the in front of the Sea Grape involving
campus itself. Off the campus situ- the police and Fairfield students and
ations we haven't had because they there were some accusations the polive in Bridgeport. They have a lice reacted improperly. Do you feel

That's a criminal offense-to incite a
group. And I guess they were trying
to spur the group on to, I don't know,
fight the cop or kill the cop or beat up
the cop or something, I'm not really
sure what it was. But it was typical
mob behavior, stuff you see on TV on
newscasts.
And, of course, the cops looked bad
because they were in uniforms, they're
easily picked out. They have guns on
their hips and a baton so it's very easy
to spot the cops. And those news clips
usually don't give the sound of what's
going on and the cops are just number
one, trying to keep from hurting themselves and two, they're trying to quell
this riotous behavior.
And it's kind of like a no win for
the cops no matter how judiciously the
handle themselves and no matter how
much care they take in trying to make
sure that everybody is not unduly inconvenienced by the thing. Some of
the comments we heard about that
thing, we went to great lengths to nail
those down. ,
We followed up on them to the
"nth" degree and in almost every case,
the person making the comment
wasn't even there. It was what they
heard.
Do you feel all Fairfield University
students should eventually live on
campus?

Photo: Mirror archives
The Sea Grape Cafe has often posed problems for Fairfield Police
bunch of them living in Trumbull and
then there's some of them down in
an apartment house on Park Avenue
and of course the new one now that's
in Bridgeport. So if they have a problem, the call the Bridgeport Police
Department, not us. So I can't really comment on off campus problems that they have.
Have you seen any improvements
with the presence ofDuane Melzer
at the beach? (Melzer is a university official who monitors student
activity at the beach and reports
back to the university)
I think that he has had a pretty
positive effect. And I know that he
has a very difficult road to walk because he works for the university and
he is down there interacting with the

that situation was dealt with properly
by your officers ?
Absolutely. And our biggest witness to that whole thing was Duane
Melzer. He was, a matter of fact, he
spotted it-he saw it going on and
brought it to the attention of an officer.
There were a lot of accusations being
thrown around and we looked into all
of them and there wasn't any proof in
any of that. The cops acted responsibly and properly.
There were also some other students
arrested who were allegedly not involved with the incident. . Could you
talk a little about that?
As my memory serves me, a couple
may have been sucked into that because they were inciting the group.

I don't have an opinion. I started
by saying that I would vigorously or
enthusiastically defend the students
rights and if I were going to college, I
feel that if I wanted to live off campus
and I can afford to do that that I should
be allowed to do that. If the university had that restriction then it's none
of my business. I want to go to
Fairfield U and upon applying I find
out, if you're from out of town, you
have to live on campus-that's their
value.
I don't really have an opinion or am
that convinced that one is any more
valid than the other. Sure if they were
living on campus we wouldn't have all
the parties down there. But we'd still
have the Sea Grape, wouldn't we and
probably a couple of other spots
around town where they would congregate and hang around.
Are the problems between Fairfield
University and the town uncommon
in comparison to other schools across
the country?
I haven't really done an in depth
study, but there are these problems that
we experience in other areas of the
country. And there are some places
where the students population is ten
times what it is at Fairfield U and there
are no problems. What's the formula?
Tf T l-r,«>», yflj ,„^„lHr.'t h» howinrr thic

interview.
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University Park residents have few complaints of university
Continued from p. 1
this year, Whiting added.
The majority of the complaints received by Whiting were in response
to the trailer trucks parked behind
Dolan and also the lack of trees or
shrubbery on the border.
In response to the lack of trees
Whiting said, "Not to be unsympathetic, but that is exactly the view they

saw when they moved in. The developer took away a great number of
trees when trying to be build more
houses." He added that, at present,
the University has no plans to do
anything about this.
The presence of the trailers in the
parking lot of Dolan is "an aesthetic
issue," said Whiting. They are used
to store furniture for the dorms, but

with all the construction taking place
on campus, there hasn't been anywhere
else to park them.
Whiting has had no formal meetings with the people of University
Park, but said that "it is probably something we should do." However, he does
remain in touch with them and responds to all of their complaints.
When reunion weekends come

around, he said that he notifies the surrounding residents that there will be
an influx of people.
"We endeavor to be a good neighbor, and I think we have been particularly sensitive," said Whiting. Adding
that since the majority of residents of
University Park seem to be satisfied,
"we are off to a good start."
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No contraceptives here!
Fairfield University stands by its culture thus denying
students protection
By Tami Wichowski
STAFF WRITER

Two-thirds of all entering college
freshmen were sexually active before
they arrived on campus, according
to national studies. Of the nation's
sexually active teens and college
students, one million become
pregnant yearly.
Schools such as Rutgers University, the University of Wisconsin, UMass and West Virginia
University are only a few of the
many colleges that offer students
birth control options at their respective student health centers,
according to recent stories featured in the Chronicle of Higher
Education.
So what is Fairfield doing to
curb the occurrence of unwanted
college pregnancies?
The university, because of its
Jesuit identity and strong ties to the
Catholic church, cannot advocate
any sort of birth control options
with the exception of abstinence,
according to FUSA President Luigi
Solla. The Student Health Center
cannot prescribe oral contraceptives
and the book store cannot sell
condoms as a result of this affiliation.
"It's very controversial," said
Solla. "Because of the times we live
in now, many people think that
birth control should be available to
students because of the threat of
AIDS and unwanted pregnancies."
According to Solla, steps have

been taken to educate students about
issues related to birth control. For
example, the Health Center has posters advocating abstinence and Peer
Education members sponsor an
AIDS awareness week.
Anne Cole, Director of the Student Health Center, declined to comment, saying that the issue of birth
control, "is a poisoned subject." She

pregnancy rates in the world, based
largely on the fact that people in
the country become sexually active
at the average age of sixteen.
Solla feels that contraceptives
"should be available even though
they're not allowed," citing that
the issue should be "looked at because of our present culture."
"I started having sex when I was

Solla feels that contraceptives
"should be available even
ililiifRjii
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.because of our present culture.
cited misquotes in recent issues of
both the Mirror and the Connecticut
Post regarding the Health Center's
policy and stance on issues of contraceptives and "the morning-after
pill."
"We respect the Church's position, and that's all I have to say," said
Cole.
Unlike Fairfield, other schools,
particularly largely populated state
universities with no religious affiliations, are permitted to offer students
different methods of birth control.
Although teen pregnancy has
gone down 12 percent since 1991, the
United States still has the highest

17," said one female freshman, who
asked not to be identified. "When
I got to Fairfield I couldn't believe
that, because this is a Jesuit school,
they didn't sell condoms on campus."
"I understand that we go to a
Catholic University, but you have
to look at it realistically," said
sophomore Sarah.
Grady. "College students are
having sex regardless of whether
they go to a Catholic or a public
university."
According to Solla, there are
clinics and other places in town
that are "easy to walk to," for a stu-

dent to obtain birth control. Some female students at Fairfield who are sexually active take advantage of these resources to get birth control pills,
condoms, or pregnancy tests.
One such institute, Planned Parenthood Federation of America, provides
contraceptives to those who want to
remain anonymous or who are in need
of financial assistance.
"I became sexually active about
a year ago and decided that I wanted
to go on 'the pill,'" said a female junior who wishes to remain anonymous. "I knew that our Health Center doesn't prescribe contraceptives,
and I didn't want to tell my parents
so I went to Planned Parenthood instead."
Planned Parenthood helped
nearly 5 million women, men, and
teenagers last year to receive reproductive health
services at the organization's 850
clinics.
According to the organization,
condom use has increased since the
1970's while teenage pregnancy and
birth
rates have simultaneously decreased.
However, not all students want the
university to be more involved in issues concerning the distribution of
contraceptives.
"There are places out there like
Planned Parenthood and clinics for
college students who want to get contraceptives," said sophomore Katie
Hennessy. "You don't have to rely on
the Health Center or book store to
get these things, especially at Fairfield,
where the school's Catholic identity
should be upheld."

Opportwirtty to move East
Katz proposes new study abroad program
By Brooke Arthur
STAFF WRITER

A proposed study abroad program in Asia beginning in the Fall
of 2002, would allow students to see
exotic places with the comfort of a
Fairfield community, said Dr. Alan
Katz.
The program would allow fifty
student to tour Asia, spending one
month in Japan, a week in both Taiwan and Hong Kong, and finally six
weeks in China. And they would
not have to speak a single foreign
word if they chose not to.
The lure of the program is intended to be the closeness of the
group that would bum around Asia
together. The students and three
Fairfield University faculty would
stay in hotels together and use the
surroundings to enhance a Fairfield

curriculum, said Katz.
"We have every confidence that
Fairfield students will just jump at
this," said Dr. Ron
Davidson, member of the study
abroad committee. Katz agreed that
there would be plenty of students interested and that the program will
have no problem getting approved.
Over the course of an academic
year an estimated 120 Fairfield University students study abroad, not
including summer and intercession
programs, said Cris Bowers, Study
Abroad Coordinator.
At the suggestion of Beverly
Kahn, Acting Dean of Arts and Sciences that a full time centralized office of study abroad was opened at
the beginning of the 1998-99 school
year. Since then many short term
study abroad programs have been
offered that were never previously
available, such as the popular pro-

gram in Galway.
net, said Katz.
The most popular destination
"Study abroad programs are always
for Fairfield students, Florence, good, but sometimes the quality can't
gets about 45 students over the be controlled," said Katz. This program
course of the year, yet Dr. Katz, would be entirely in the hands of
Dr. Davidson and others remain -Fairfield University. Katz hoped that
confident that nearly fifty students Tor each year there would be at least
will sign up for the proposed pro- three~P155eT3T3n1yeFshyTaculty
gram in the first year.
participating, and at least one oftho.se
"It's a win-win situation for stu- would be from the Business School.
dents," said Davidson referring to
The proposed program would be ofthe facts that the program would fered once every three years and would
offer Fairfield credits and direct therefore be open to all students, intransfer of grades, as well as a cluding freshman. They could sign up
chance to study abroad.
before setting a foot on the campus of
While Fairfield has exchange Fairfield University.
The proposed program has a founprograms in Asia already, there is
no current one that is staffed and dation already laid by Augustana Colcoordinated by Fairfield faculty. In lege in Illinois.
addition, the proposed program
Last summer Dr. Katz and Dr. Euwould hope to appeal to students gene Murphy were invited to Asia for
who do not want a full immersion three weeks, by Augustana, on a grant
into a foreign culture, but would by the Freeman Foundation.
rather dabble in it, with a safety
Continue on pg. 7
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It's the season of
giving, but what to
give?
By Jen Salfi
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR
It's almost that "holly
jolly" time of the year again; the
season of gift giving and receiving,
but what to give is always the question on everybody's mind.
Each year the same problems arise: another tie for dad,
another sweater for mom and another piece of jewelry for your girlfriend - how original! This year
why not try something different.
Girls, for
that special guy in
your life why not
get him something useful for
the real world. If
they are close to
graduation items such as a leather
portfolio, wallet, watch or a pen
and pencil set might be a great
addition to their professional appearance. If you do have the funds
a nice collectors items for your favorite sports fan is a wonderful
and unexpected gift.
Now what if you are
working on a tight budget making a nice candlelight dinner might

be all the celebration you need.
But what is there to get that
apple in your eye, your girlfriend.
While jewelry always works, taking
your love to a Broadway show, a concert or favorite sporting event might
a great change. If you are trying to
keep the costs down- try filling a basket with candles, massage lotions,
flowers and wine (if you want to be
really slick put some mistletoe in
there to); the Body Shop may be the
perfect place to
start. Additionally, a day in the
city, skating at
Rockefeller Center, window shopping and getting
some hot chocolate is a perfect
way to escape college life and celebrate the holiday
season.
For Mom, try a nice day at
the spa, let her spend a whole day
spoiling herself for a change. If your
mom loves the kitchen getting her a
new cookbook will spice up her day.
Try getting your dad a new
Tom Clancy novel or some new golf
equipment. You might also want to
take a trip to Brookstone where you

Continued on pg. 7

Now you can cook for
the holidays
Mocha Walnut Logs
1 cup castor sugar
1/4 cup golden syrup
1/3 cup corn syrup
125g butter, chopped
400g condensed milk
3 Tbs instant coffee
3 Tbs boiling water
250g dark chocolate, melted
2 cups chopped walnuts
Grease a Swiss roll tin (20cm x 30cm). Combine sugar,
syrups, butter and milk into a saucepan, stir constantly over
a low heat about 20 minutes or until mixture thickens and
turns a rich caramel color.
Remove from heat, add combined coffee and water, stir until
well combined. Pour mixture into prepared tin, cool until
just warm.
Refrigerate for about 2 hours or until firm. Cut caramel
crossways into 5cm strips. Roll each strip into a 18c. log.
toll logs in the melted chocolate, then the nuts. Repeat with
le remaining logs. Refrigerate again until firm and then cut
diagonally into 2 1/2 cm pieces.

Malted Milk Ball Ice Cream
3 1/3 cups malted milk balls
1 container (12oz) frozen whipped topping,, thawed
12 frozen ice cream sandwiches
hot fudge sauce, warmed if desired
Crush malted milk balls and save 1/3 cup, aside
Mix 3 cups crushed malted balls and whipped topping
Arrange ice cream sandwiches on bottom of 13 x 9 x 2
inch pan. Spread whipped topping mixture over ice cream
sandwiches. Srpinkle the remaining crushed milk balls.
Cover and freeze about 2 to 3 hours. Serve with fudge
sauce on top.
wmaammmmmmmmmmm
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Ben Detwiler hoped to make the world a better place.
That hope died when he was killed by a drunk driver.

What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk?
Whatever you have to.
Friends don't let friends drive drunk.
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The truth about homelessness
FU students take a first hand look into a 'night without a home'
By Kristen Delaney
STAFF WRITER

As we lay in our beds, all
comfortable and warm with the combination of blankets and egg crates,
they lay on the hard pavement, shivering and sometimes with only a piece
of cardboard between them and the
concrete.
On any given night, 750,000
people are homeless in America. This
past week, Fairfield University, attempted to increase awareness about
the homeless by conducting the First
Annual National Hunger
and Homelessness Awareness Week,
which included activities such as a
"Night Without a Home".
Sponsors invited people to
sleep outside on the Chapel patio for
one night, to experience first hand
what it would be like to sleep without
the shelter of a house. The event drew
about 22 people of mixed grades to
sleep outside on November 17 in the
forty-something degree weather.
Arriving around 8 that night,
students brought sleeping bags and
comforters, layers of clothing, and hot
chocolate in an attempt to lessen the
biting wind on their bodies.
"It was very cold," sophomore
Elizabeth Wenger said. "I was wearing a wool sweater, two coats, hat,
gloves, and I was in a sleeping bag
which was wrapped in a comforter on
a piece of cardboard with sheets, and
it was still freezing. I lost all feeling
in my hands and feet half way through
the night."
With hopes of increasing body
heat and decreasing boredom, a few
students kicked around a soccer ball,

their breath escaping their mouth and
becoming steam in the cold air, while
others took a pilgrimage
to
Bellarmine Hill in an attempt to catch
a reported meteor shower.
Others snuggled in their bags
playing a game of cards, and the
strange sound of a cellular phone
could be heard with the mixing of the

Matt Day, the co-president of
the Campus Ministry Council, organized the activity and the week. The
council was looking for something
new, but that concentrated on one
theme. They worked in coalition with
the Hunger Cleanup, which has won
a gold medal for excellence in
volunteerism in the country. While

"Awareness was our main goal,
and I think that we succeeded,"
said Matt Day, co-president of
Campus Ministry Council
students laughter at the irony of a cellular phone at a "homelessness" sleepout.
The ultimate hope of the activity was to "make people more sympathetic to homeless people in general.
Maybe now, if you see a homeless person, you will understand it better and
be able to relate to what it felt like,
and hopefully want to do something
to change it," sophomore Mari Roig
said.
Mike Brewster, an alumni from
'97, said that the night was to encourage "people to realize the things we
take for granted: a roof over our heads,
especially in the winter ... The more
people that do this, there may be a
chain reaction, and they will be more
apt to do it again, and even if they
don't do it, hopefully it will remain in
the back of their mind, and make them
thankful."

X-mas Gifts
Continued from pg.6
could find your gadget loving father some new toys. If you want to get a
joint gift for both parents you may want to get them a gift certificate to
their favorite restaurant or tickets to a Broadway show.
If you have younger brothers and sister purchase any type of
Fairfield University paraphernalia is a great give idea. The Fairfield University Bookstore has a wide variety of T-shirts, sweatshirts, and stuffed
animals to satisfy anyone's likes. Computer games, CDs, some new sports
equipment or even a good book (check on Amazon.com for today's best
sellers.)
Good luck with your Christmas shopping!

Asia program
Continued from pg. 5
Augustana currently has a similar program in Asia and has had up to seventy students participate during a semester.
If the program in Asia went well, programs in Latin America and Russia
would be proposed for the alternating two years. Right now those programs,
"are in the talking stages," said Katz.
"We have been aggressive in making more options available to our students," said Kahn. Each year Fairfield adds new study abroad programs and
continues to keep evolving.
"We think that this will make Fairfield more attractive to incoming students," said Katz. He noted that our competitors, such as Holy Cross and
Boston College do not currently offer study abroad programs in Asia like
the one being proposed.
"We want study abroad to be a central part of a significant number of
students at Fairfield University's educations," said Kahn. "We are lucky to
have two very competent and enthusiastic members of the faculty launching this."

there were other activities during the
week, "This (the Night Without a
Home) was my favorite one," said
Day.
In accordance with the "Night
Without a Home", there was a petition to support legislation against
hunger and homelessness. There was
also the Oxfam Hunger Fast, where
students were asked to donate meals
from their meal-plans. Over 1300
meals were donated, and the petition,
fast, and sleep-out were deemed a
great success by Jen Mazzo, co^president of the Campus Ministry Council.
There were posters and flyers
that were posted throughout the campus about homelessness: facts and
myths. Among the myths that were
disclosed in the flyers was the common stereotype that the homeless are
lazy. Approximately 19 percent of the

homeless are employed. Of those that
are not, they usually face problems
in attaining employment, such as lack
of education or skills training, and no
permanent address or phone.
Many homeless lost jobs and
are unable to maintain the cost of
housing due to declining wages, while
others lack family support to help
them out of tough times. Thirty percent are families, which make up the
fastest growing population of the
homeless, according to Angela
Weston, a sophomore who is attending a class on homelessness at
Fairfield.
Brewster said that "part of the
Jesuit ideal is making the general public and students aware of all the different injustices and social issues,
such as hunger and homelessness, that
affect people in the U.S. and internationally."
While most students were optimistic about the week, some were
more skeptical: "I think it is a good
idea, but I don't know what kind of
effect will occur because of it," junior Adam Franco said.
"It's a good idea to make
people aware of things like this, but I
don't know how it will effect homeless people .. because here you learn
about them, but you don't really help
them. Learning and helping should be
in conjunction with each other, and
there is nothing that brings it together,
where you can have the experience
and then go and do something about
it."
But Day said that "if we even
get a few people to think about things
they wouldn't have thought of before,
I consider that a success. Awareness
was our main goal, and I think that
we succeeded."

Classifieds
Attention- all female students:
Looking for off-campus housing for summer 2000/ school year '00-'01
Adorable farmhouse. 4 blocks from beach. 3 beadrooms/2 baths
New wall to wall carpeting throughout.
Central a/c 2 washers/2dryers
Fully furnished. It won't last. 254-7739
LOST! Long black woman's wool coat with Stephanie
Matthew's label was misplaced at 200 nights. Of much sentimental value. If found please call Amanda Tozzi @ 319-1625
$20 Reward
Single mom needs child care two nights a week. Needs own car.
Call 227-7389 ask Robin.
Spring break! Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida, and South Padre.
Call USA Spring Break for a free brochure and rates and ask how you
can eat, drink, and travel for free! 1-888-777-4642
Spring break 2000 with STS- Join America's #1 student tour operator to
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas, cruises, and Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Call 1-800-648-4849 or visit online @ www.ststravel.com
Live-in nanny needed in Darien, CT. At home mom needs help with 2
girls ages 4 and 6 and twins due in February. Perfect for part-time
student or student graduating soon. Own room, bath, and car. Flexible
hours. Salary will depend on age, experience, and education. Please
• call Susie at (203)655-6692.
Rowayton family seeks a responsible, fun-loving, undergraduate who
loves children to care for a 4 year old boy and a 1 1/2 year old boy.
Part-time. Hours are flexible. Driving a must.
For information call: (203)866-9463
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Nothing to "cheer" about
by Karen Affinito
Editor-in-Chief
I was on my way to class when the phone rang
on Thursday afternoon, November 18. On the other end
was one of my campus neighbors asking me if I had
seen what was in the Mirror, which had just been published that morning. I hadn't seen the finished product
yet, but as editor-in-chief I had worked on it all week. I
knew, or thought I knew what was inside. Unfortunately,
I couldn't have been more wrong.
My neighbor pointed out two phrases near the
bottom of the "cheer and boos" columns, specifically
the "boos". One was a vicious personal attack and the
other suggested that a group of students had committed
a crime. I was appalled. The two "boos" totaled a
mere 16 words, but launched actions that can be classified as the worst experience of my short journalism career and editorship.
Modern technology is great and it makes life
easier for everyone. Computers are capable of doing
tedious work that used to be left up to people. Since
September, the Mirror has thankfully been working with
new computers that put last year's equipment to shame.
However, after months of praising our bright blue
Macintoshes, I am ironically cursing them for making
things easy.
"Cheers" and "boos" in the past were submitted on paper. Either a Mirror staff member or I would
type them in and proofread them simultaneously. This
eliminated the possibility of inappropriate content, obscene language, and the use of last names.
However, with the new computer system
"cheers and boos" can be emailed to the Mirror and then
cut and pasted into the appropriate columns. It saves
time, but also makes proofreading seem unnecessary.
These two "boos" were pasted into the column
at about 4a.m. after I had been in the office for about 12
consecutive hours. The other editors and I were trying
to complete the paper and we were tired. Due to the late
hour, we were not able to have a second editor proofread and copy edit the material. Hence, the two "boos"
slipped past us.
The Mirror staff and I send out our sincerest
apologies to the students for the heartache and problems these inappropriate and false comments may have
caused over the course of the past two weeks. A correction appears on page two of this issue and personal apologies to the students have been made during individual
meetings.
I assure all of you that these errors were in no
way intentional and had another editor or I seen these
remarks, they would have immediately been eliminated.
But we are only human, and even more so human students. Many of us carry 18 credit course loads, have
internships and jobs, but we are doing the best we can.
Week after week, the top editors and I are in the
Mirror office until 5 or 6a.m.on Wednesday morning.
Our best work is not done under these circumstances
and at these times. I opted to take on the responsibility
of editor-in-chief of my own free will. Therefore classes,
time constraints, and computer issues are not an excuse
for this problem, but they did factor into the situation
and we will do our best to make sure it does not happen
again.
I feel that this year's Mirror staff is the best to
date and the best that I have worked with during my
four years at Fairfield. We are intelligent and competent students and this was an oversight. Being part of
the Mirror staff is a learning experience, and we gain
knowledge from every situation, both good and bad. I
know that nothing I say now can make the situation disappear or appease any of the damage done. All I can
say is that I am sorry to those offended and to the university for having to get involved.
Due to the current situation, "cheers and boos"
will be eliminated for the this and the remaining issue
of the Mirror this semester as we wresde with options
for prevention in the future.

Editorial
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The 60's just won't go away:
Alumnus claims era's ideals poison life today
outside the realm of negotiated dialogue requires a common
To the Editor:
As a 1957 and 1975 Fairfield cooperation. In this regard free spiritual basis, and the eternally
University alumnus, recent speech means more than mate- expressed equal human right to
"60's Project" events as re- rialist expression. It means free- life is the best denominator of
ported in The Mirror stimulate dom of existence and spiritual worth that one can appeal to for
all just human relations.
my interest. While wholeheart- expression.
Finally one of the saddest
Speech, and all else human,
edly agreeing with the need for
eliminating race, class and gen- first assumes a right to life. things about the 60's project is
der in justices which plagued Right to life is a prior right to a seeming historical ignorance
that period, it is the period's every other right. One has to about America's materialist
legacy of materialist excesses first live in order to "tolerate, elite role in using the sex revowhich now draws my attention. see both sides, censor," etc.; but lution to control the "troubleSo pervasive were the mate- the 60's people assume right to some masses." America's olirialist excesses wrought upon life as their personal privilege. garchic elite, led by the
human reproduction during the The 60's set curiously draws the Rockefeller dynasty, since the
60's that the term "sex revolu- line for condemnation of macro- earliest part of the twentieth
tion" came to characterize it. human injustice, but indulges century, has financed the popuWhat for many Christians had itself in vast micro-human in- lation control movement and
been "justification by faith justice wherein the practice of material based sex morality.
Most know about the Popualone" then became "justifica- "physical might makes right"
lation Council, which spews
tion by genitalia alone." Mate- comes easiest for them.
animal husbandry technolrialist solutions to spiritual
ogy into human reproducdevelopment problems of
One of the saddest things tive living; but few know
reproduction became the
about they key Population
total public norm which about the 60s project is a
Commission appointed by
carry over to this day. As a
seeming historical ignoRockefeller puppet Richard
result it is no exaggeration
Nixon in 1969 which was
rance about America's
to say that materialist totalichaired by abortion advotarianism today pervades
materialist elite role in
cate John D. Rockefeller IB
American public life.
and which issued its report
Today there is no short- using the sex revolution to
in 1972 calling for an
age of information and supcontrol the "troublesome
American anti-natal camport for the propagation of
masses."
paign (Ref. Population and
every sort of sexual behavLooking still deeper, free the American Future, NY, NY:
ior. Hundreds of academic institutions bow to sexual materi- speech is a mode of human ex- New American Library). Subalism as their adopted state re- pression. Human expression sequently in 1973 abortion was
ligion. One looks within this begins with the human bio- legalized and every sort of antimaterialist totalitarian desert for chemical coding and communi- reproduction behavior was fosan occasional oasis of Christian cation at conception. Censor- tered. The relaxation of homospirituality, hoping that the likes ship of this natural communica- sexual laws was advocated and
of Fairfield U. can provide it. tion by killing a human life with consequently vulnerable boys
But, as if there is a shortage of chemical warfare "morning af- and girls were told by material
of
the
sex perspective, the 60's project ter pills" is a materialist repres- psychologists,
Rockefeller
patronized
Freud,
sion
of
nascent
human
expresinstigators tolerate no oasis and
seem compelled to "in your sion. At the very doorway Jung and Harry Stack Sullivan
face" flaunt the Gloria Steinem where new life enters, material breed, that they had no spiritual
style sex revolution throughout brute force squelches all it can self control over their sex beacademia. Their ignorance of of a new human, including the havior; and they started acting
free speech basics and recent new human's first "free in the intended anti-natal fashion of throwing away their mashistory begs commentary here. speech."
True justice is a spiritual culinity or femininity and disThe 60's canard of "free
speech," then as now, precludes thing. It requires spiritual lan- sipating themselves on the same
the fact that others have a role guage for expression. Materi- sex. Others threw away their
in defining free speech besides alism is locked into a half-hu- children by abortion, or dutithe "me generation." As an ex- man nature language of tempo- fully mutilated their reproducample, for faithful Christians ral sensuality with limited val- tion systems through contracepfree speech means that the kill- ues of convenience and expedi- tion in obedience to elitist
ing of innocent human life is ency. But, full human nature See Anti-Cbristian on p. 10
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Commentary
Grad student shows
concern for FYE
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to a recent
development in the FYE (First Year Experience) program. This recent development will no longer allow beach residents to be facilitators. Let me preface
this by saying that I graduated from this
University in 1998 and have remained
here as a graduate student and graduate
assistant. I have carried my involvement
as an undergraduate into my graduate
years. One of those involvments is the
FYE program. I was
a member of that program for four years
as an undergraduate,
my last year serving
as Co-coordinator of
the program. Ironically, my last two
years of involvement
with the program
were done as a beach
resident. Currently I
serve the program as an Adult Resource
person. I am very proud of the FYE program and all of its participants, until now
that is.
I would like to quote a part of the
Fairfield Mission Statement, "Fairfield
University values of each of its students
as an individual with unique abilities and
potentials, and it respects the personal
and academic freedom of all its members." Maybe the Director of new Student Programs should have reviewed that
part of the Mission Statement before rendering such a decision. The decision to
no longer allow beach residents to become facilitators is discriminatory, ste-

reotypical, and closed-minded. The reason behind this decision are that beach
residents do not show up to meetings,
have parties for their freshman, and are
not accessible to their freshman. Let me
give you one solid example that contradicts such a decision. One of my facilitators is a beach resident. In all of my
six years experience in this program, I
have never seen such a dedicated, outgoing, accessible and responsible facilitator to serve as a role model for the
freshman class. If she
were not a member of
the FYE program, it
would surely be a tragedy. Yet, because of
this new decision that
groups beach residents
as one type of facilitator, she can no longer
be a member of the
FYE program. However, she is not the only
example of a dedicated beach resident,
there are a multitude of examples that I
could go on about, but I think my point
here is clear.
What sort of message are we sending
out to our students? That we do not value
the individual person? We are giving off
the impression that this campus is no
longer a community of individuals but
rather an institution that discourages
against uniqueness. We cannot make
progress for equality by finding new
ways to discriminate.
Furthermore, I do not understand how
such a decision can be made when this
See FYE on p. 10

One of my facilitators
is a beach resident...if
she was not a member of the FYE program, it would surely
be a tragedy.

SOA: helpful or harmful?
To the Editor:
While I do support the effort to close
the School of the Americas, I wish to
point out a few facts that would favor
retention of the School. How can anyone help to keep the armed forces of
Latin America from abusing their
power? Apart from the School, I know
of no way. If the School is not closed,
pressure should be kept on the School's
administrators to increase their emphasis on human rights standards. Candidates must be chosen carefully for the
School, and they must not see their stay
as a reward or vacation, but should be
worked hard to develop their
professionalization and respect for civilian authority.
Would you seek to close our penal
institutions because they weren't doing
a good enough job of correctional rehabilitation? Reform would seem to be a
better answer. So, too, with the SOA,
which I consider a correctional facility.
What moral responsibility would we
have if the level of human rights violations were to rise? Would we wash our
hands and say "that's the Latins for you!"
I can't sever my concern for Latin
America that easily.
By the way, there were some serious
errors in the fliers that appeared all over

campus (and were on the SOA web-site
too). Two of the very best dictators that
Latin America has ever had were identified with the murder and mayhem that
SOA allegedly encourages. JuanVelasco
Alvarado (Peru, 1968 - 75) carried out
far-reaching social, economic, and political reforms. If you're looking for a
Peruvian leader to excoriate, look at the
democratically elected Alberto Fujimori
who has sent the military on a number
of ruthless missions. Omar Torrijos
(Panama, 1969 - 81) also carried out a
number of popular reforms. He wasn't
so popular with the United States, however, and it was assumed that his mysterious death in 1981 was ordered by President Reagan and carried out by Manuel
Noriega.
I agree that some of the SOA graduates have had horrendous records after
leaving Georgia. But I think they may
be the "rotten apples" that you have in
any graduating class. They mostly bring
more shame on themselves than they do
on the school. But, I agree that the
School has to have unrelenting pressure
on it to make sure it does the right job.
Sincerely,
Edward Dew
Professor of Politics
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Is the "Red
Sea" dried up?
By Brian Williams
COMMENTARY EDITOR
The men's basketball game Monday
night at the Continental Arena in East
Rutherford, New Jersey was bittersweet.
Although our Stags lost a game that with
better play they clearly could have won,
Sports Marketing notched a huge victory
in the battle to bring fans out to the
games.
At 7 P.M. on Monday, scores of students, about 100 in total, assembled at
Alumni Hall to catch their respective
buses to the game, which was almost an
hour away. Those hardcore fans, clad in
their red shirts and face paint gave up a
little of their precious time to support a
team that works very hard all year round
to be the best at what they do. Above
all, they seemed to have a great time.
Why not do something like this if it
is offered? The bus trip was such a good
deal that people were actually asking the
organizers if they were serious when reserving their space. Six dollars got a
Fairfield fan a round trip bus ticket as
well as their ticket to Seton Hall vs. St.
Peter's and courtside seats to the main
event: Fairfield vs. Fordham. Trust me,
I've looked, and that's the best deal in
town.
So after seeing the turnout for last
Monday I wondered how and why students flocked towards an away game
package yet when the basketball teams
hit Alumni Hall for the supposed "home
court advantage" the fans are usually few
and far between?
In the 1980's, when Coach O'Toole
played, Alumni Hall was ranked in Sorts
Illustrated as one o f the most difficult
gymnasiums to play at in the country.
The acoustics of the hanger-like building coupled with a relentless "Red Sea"
terrorized opponents and probably
helped win a game or two.
I have gone to virtually every home
game available in the past 3 years and I
plan to keep up my near perfect attendance. I can truly say that I have probably never missed out on a social event
because I was out cheering on my teams.
We are lucky enough that our party scene
does not start until after ten o'clock. So,
if that's what a student chooses to do,
then a basketball game would never ever
interfere with their schedule. I challenge
Fairfield to come out and "pre-game with
a game."

Question of
the Week:

How will you
be celebrating
the new
Millenium?

What are your
predictions
for the year
2000?

Submit your
responses to The
Mirror at Box
AA or E-mail us
at Mirror on
Fairl.
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Student Forum

What is really going to happen at 12:01,
January 1, 2000?
By Nick Ouimet
Head of Photography
"I don't know if anything is going to happen, but if the lights
go out, I'm going to
freak."
Betsy Turnbull '01

"I think there will be
bombs in NYC, but as
long as I'm partying in
a tuxedo, I don't care."
Jared Scotto '00
'I won't have to listen
to that Prince song
anymore."
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SeanBriley '00

"Nothing. The
millenium doesn't start
until January 1st,
2001."
Rich Williams '00
"I won't be in my right
mind to know, and I
won't remember."

FYE decision was hastily
made by University
Continued from page 9.
University cannot even provide enough
housing for all its students. Personally,
I do not see how I can continue to participate in a program that discriminates
against its students simply because of
where they choose to live, or forced to
for that matter.
This is not a decision that should have
been made hastily or taken lightly by the
Fairfield University community, but one
that should be deeply examined.
To finish, I would like to say to the
members of the FYE program, beach
residents AND on-campus residents, that

I applaud you for your dedication and
hard work towards a fantastic program.
I also encourage you not to fall to such
criticism and discrimination quiedy. But
rather fight for what and who you are,
and that is dedicated, caring, positive role
models.
Respectfully yours,
Kristen L. Geshine '98 '01

ACCELERATE YOUR STUDIES

January

Lite

ONE-WEEK DAYTIME COURSES
January 5-11, 2000
8:30am to 4:30pm
3 credits each

Anti-Christian 60 's
opinions offend Alum
Continued from page 8.
fascist authority.
The paranoia of excess population,
the "non-carrying power of the earth"
was used to incite panicked anti-natal
behavior. The "non-carrying power"
that was really threatened however was
the elite carrying power of mass human control.
The essence of democracy is human
numbers. Embodied in numbers is
mass human expression, and not just
material but spiritual justice expression. The American elite fear this spiritual justice accountability and fight it
at every turn as a threat to their domination.
The elitist vision of material "finitude" was projected on the 60's generation for population repression. It
stands in sharp contrast to the Christian vision of "infinitude." The Faithful Christian optimistically sees an infinite universe to share and people.
The dogmatic materialist pessimisti-

Erin Tiernan '00

cally sees a limited earth to squabble
over and restrict. This restricted materialist vision is not unlike the pre-Copernican or pre-Columbian notion of life
space.
The sex revolution has served its elite
purpose well, democracy is virtually
dead in America. Where it appears it is
sham (sic) -material democracy severely
restricted to such trite things as choosing to spend 3 dollars rather than 4 dollars. No public spiritual democracy results are allowed complete passage, especially about right to life. This is usually per dictates of the materialist prone
public guard ACLU and elite high court.
Some Fairfield U. academicians need to
grow up. Some need to get out of the
Rockefeller elite 60's model of materialist totalitarianism, and provide an oasis for optimistic Christian spiritual
growth.

• Ethics of Health Care
• America in the 1930's*
• Legal Environment of Business
• Chemistry of the New Nutrition
• Introduction to Macroeconomics
• Imperial Fictions
• Personal Finance
• The Indian in American History
•The History of Jazz
• Introduction to Philosophy
• Politics of Mass Popular Culture
• Psychology and the Law
• Seminar: Criminal Justice
•indicates special dates .

m

TWO-WEEK EVENING COURSES
Eight evenings, 6:30pm to 9:45pm
January 3 -January 13,2000
Two Saturdays (1/8,1/15)
9:00am to 3:00pm
3 credits each
Business Writing
Basic Photography

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

School of Continuing Education

(888) 254-1566

Sincerely,
Frank Strelchun, Ph.D.
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Arts & Entertainment
Movie Review

Keep your distance from these 'Bones'
'The Bone Collector'flops
By Mike Shaw
STAFF WRITER

"The Bone Collector"
Starring: Denzel
Washington
Directed by: Phillip
Noyce
Grade: F
A gruesome series of murders have
been committed in New York City. The
latest victim is a high profile city developer and his wife who were abducted
from JFK airport. The police are desperate to find this fiendish butcher, so who
do they turn to?
In "The Bone Collector," the NYPD
turns to a man who was once the great-

est forensic detective in the world. Unfortunately for him, as well as for the
audience who shelled out eight dollars,
he also happens to be a quadriplegic.
In one of the most unimaginative and
derivative movies ever made, Academy
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at the top of his game, crawling his way
into a crime scene under a collapsed subway tunnel. With some inventive camera work, the audience is able to experience this claustrophobic scene as if they
were right alongside Rhyme.
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Award winner Denzel Washington
("Glory") plays the aforementioned Lincoln Rhyme.
When we first come across him he is

Inexplicably, though, Rhyme is taken
out of commission by his crippling accident, less then two minutes into the
film. The film would certainly have ben-

efited from a little plot setup rather than
jumping right into things.
The next time we come across
Rhyme, he is paralyzed from the neck
down and begging his doctor to help him
commit suicide. Reluctantly, his friend
agrees, apparently understanding
Rhyme's fear of falling into a coma and
becoming a vegetable.
Right off the bat, director Phillip
Noyce ("Patriot Games") introduces a
rather obvious symbol of a falcon that
regularly lands on his ledge. It would
take a complete moron not to see the
message here - the falcon is Rhyme's
mind and soul, which can never be extinguished, even if his body is practically
dead.
To make it even tackier, anytime anyone tries to approach this falcon, he flies
away, just as Rhyme shies away from
any real emotional contact. This was just
one of many aspects of this film that
See "Bones" on pg. 13

CD Review

'Rag*&
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k&&]?s it real

Rage Against the Machine's latest wins rave reviews
By Frank Washkuch
STAFF WRITER

After more than seven years
together, one would think that Rage
Against the Machine would begin to
mellow out a little bit, maybe write a few
love songs. However Rage Against the
Machine is not your average band and
their new album, The Battle of Los Angeles, shows this off in the usual Rage
style.
Creative, but remaining true to
the rock/rap style that Rage brought into
the mainstream in the mid-90s, The
Battle of Los Angeles is the album that
follows up their amazing set at
Woodstock '99 and announces Rage's
arrival as one of the biggest acts in the
world.
Almost as if Rage is trying to
say this themselves, the album's first
track, "Testify," begins and ends in thundering guitar and drum beats that set the
tone for the rest of the album.
The first single and video,
"Guerrilla Radio" is reminiscent of
"Bulls on Parade" and makes no secret
of the band's political statement on the
CD. In fact, this time Rage Against the
Machine has more political statements
than ever supporting the pro-choice
movement, Amnesty International, the
Mexican Zapatista rebels and trying to
free convicted murderer Mumia Abu-

Jamal and Leonard Peltier, the imprisoned American Indian leader best
known from "Freedom" on the first
Rage album.
The Battle of Los Angeles
also brings Tom Morello's guitar mastery to a new level, especially on tracks
like "Ashes in the Fall" and "Maria."

many people were wondering what
else Rage could accomplish musically
while sticking with their protesting
style, Rage brought a new creativity
to it's music while still saying what
the band thought it needed to say.
"I like it at least as much as
their first two albums," said Greg

RAGE AGAESTS
.«**«
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Zack de la Rocha's leftist rants also
have a more raplike sound than ever
before, taking the musical conversation between the two bandmates to a
new level.
Most importantly, at a time when

Zacholl '02, a fan who saw the band's
Saturday night performance at
Woodstock '99.
In fact, fan reaction has not
been varied at all, with the CD being

blared from at least a few rooms in the
quad last weekend. In fact, a main reason for the mass popularity of the very
controversial band who was once kicked
off of a Saturday Night Live performance
may be their choice to not sell out and
move towards a more popular and mellow sound.
Another reason for the popularity of the band may be the fact that
they're actually trying to say something
very important through their music.
Compared to their musical rivals, their
issues brought up in Rage's new album
are much more important than the random anger of Korn and Limp Bizkit. In
fact, after seeing the those two acts play
before Rage at the last Woodstock, Trent
Reznor of Nine Inch Nails commented
in Rolling Stone that he thought "Rage
Against the Machine looked like the
Second Coming of Christ."
"This album is more refined
than the other ones but stays true to their
beliefs," said Michael Delany '02, a long
time Rage Against the Machine fan. The
fact that this entire album is based on
little known issues that will never be
ubiquitous in the news media and is still
is near the top of the Billboard charts is
phenomenal in itself. And when Zack de
la Rocha screams "All hell can's stop us
now" at the end of the first single, "Guerrilla Radio," you're actually tempted to
believe him.
Will Rage Against the Machine
actually start a revolution? No. But the
music is still good.
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Is Hollywood too weight obsessed?
By Kaylin Curran
A&E EDITOR

The topic has graced the covers of
magazines like People and Good Housekeeping. Its been the topic of talk shows
and the center of attention since the
emergence of Ally McBeal and the sudden fame of actress Calista Flockhart.
Are female celebrities setting a poor example when it comes to the question of
"how thin is too thin"?
Actresses, actors, musicians and television personalities alike have all said
time and time again that the key to making it big in the business always seems
to come down to the way you look, especially focusing on one's weight.
In the June 1999 issue of Good
Housekeeping Friends star Jennifer
Aniston said, "I hate being body-conscious, but it's part of the job." We have
all witnessed the constant weight battle
of Oprah Winfrey through the years and
we have all heard the jokes concerning
her constant weight fluctuation, but what
does all that joking and dieting in the
entertainment industry mean for those of
us in the rest of the non-entertainment

world?
When Aniston first splashed onto to
the scene she was 5'5" and 130 pounds.
To many people that would be far from
what one would consider a little heavy,
but Aniston says
her agent suggested to her
that maybe she
could lose some
weight to ensure
the prospects of
better roles.
Now Aniston
weighs in at 110
pounds.
Melanie
Griffith's
trainer, Greg
Isaacs, said in
the June 1999
issue of Good
Housekeeping,
"Hollywood is
now going for a
leaner, softer
body type, not
that hard athletic look." What does this
softer, leaner look mean for the thousands of females from the ages of 13-50
who look to these stars as the standard
of what is beautiful and desirable in

today's society?
had no idea that Driver had actually
Ally McBeal star Calista Flockhart has gained 20 extra pounds for that part!
been at the center of the controversy of Driver says that to keep her weight down
"how thin is too thin" with media and she stays away from white potatoes,
the public alike claiming she is anorexic white rice, bread, dairy and sugar...ok,
and unhealthy.
and what does she actually eat? Her
Flockhart on several snack? Well, it is the ever fattening peaoccasions
has nut butter on celery sticks.
claimed that she is
All of this information came from
not anorexic and is Good Housekeeping article entitle "Stars
very healthy; she is and the Scales." I certainly hope that
just naturally thin. this article was not written with the inNow the question tention of saying "hey you can look like
stands: is there a dif- this too if you do this, this and this."
ference between beStars like Flockhart, Aniston,
ing naturally thin Courtney Cox and Melanie Griffith all
and almost sickly look good, but is it possible to put these
looking?
celebrities in the same catergory as plane
Most of us can Jane, the working mother who works 9remember when the 5 Monday through Friday? Flockhart
movie Circle of and her celebrity friends have the perFriends first came sonal trainers, nutritionists and an unlimout and a very heavy ited financial resources to aid in the quest
looking Minnie to be thin.
Driver starred with
So, how thin is too thin? Is there a
co-star
Chris line that can be drawn that applies to
photo: yahoo.com
O'Donnell. The those of us who are not destined to be in
movie itself sent a very sweet and posi- the entertainment industry and those who
tive message that there is someone out do not grace the covers of magazines,
there for everyone regardless of the how
you look or where you come from.
Maybe I was in the minority, but I
See "Thin" on pg. 13
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'Bones' break
Continued from pg. 11

thin
continued from pg. 12

are highlighted on Entertainment Tonight and whose faces are flashed before
on television and at the movies?
Is Hollywood obsessed with their
weight because of the big-butt jokes we
hear about singer/musician Jennifer
Lopez or the constant references made
in regards to celebrities like Aniston,
Driver and Cox as being so beautiful?
Are these people really "the beautiful
people" and what does this label say to
those impressionable young women who
strive to look like these stars?
These are just some thoughts to think
about next time you look at a magazine
cover and say, "God I wish I could look
like her." Next time really look at the
cover and think of the reasons you would
want to look like her...is it because of

Top 10
Movies
at the
Box Office
1. Toy Story 2
2. The World
is Not Enough
3. End of
Days
4. Sleepy
Hollow
5. Pokemon:
The First
Movie
6. The Bone
Collector
7. Dogma
8. Anywhere
But Here
9. The Insider
10. Being John
Malkovich

nade me shake my head in disbelief.
In order to help Rhyme solve this
.tring of murders, the NYPD not only
»ives him an entire office full of equipnent and a staff of the best men and
.vomen the city has to offer, but also
earns him up with Amelia Donaghy
Angelina Jolie of "Gia.") She becomes
Rhyme's body for him to work through
vhen it is discovered that she has a great
r
orensic detective inside that she just
leeds to get in touch with.
Unbelievably, though, she is just a
jeat cop who aspires to get promoted to
he Youth Services division. In other
vords, she has absolutely zero experi;nce in forensics, but that doesn't seem
o bother anyone aside from the captain,
who no one listens to anyway, despite
lis higher ranking.
Jolie is one of the best up-andoming actors working in Hollywood
oday, as her two Golden Globe wins
vould attest to. Yet she is so terribly
niscast in this role as probably the most
beautiful officer in the NYPD. The makrs of this film assumed that simply by
.lapping her in a uniform and giving her
i tough New York accent and persona
hat the audience would simply accept
ler.
As if this wasn't incredulous enough,
ler beauty is passed over through another officer finding an old picture of her
is a model and commenting, "Oh, you
■vere a model." That was all for that little
Dlot aspect.
I don't know what mindless idiots
;ome studios take their audiences to be
hese days, but I was actually insulted

with how paper thin this story was. They
expected the audience to just accept that
so much could and would happen in this
film without questioning anything.
One single question would easily tear
a hundred holes in the plot. This kind of
unbelievable plot is one thing in an ac
tion movie or a sci-fi film, but an audience should expect more from a picture
billed as an intelligent, psychological
thriller.
That leads me to my final complaint.
There were certain scenes in this movie
that could qualify as 'thrilling,' although
they were very few and far between.
Yet any of the attempted thrills were
derivative and practically stolen from
such earlier films as "Silence of the
Lambs" and "Seven." Those were incredible films that were both terrifying
and intelligent. It seems almost like the
filmmakers here pieced this together
from the cutting room floor of these earlier works.
In case you don't know what I am getting at here - steer clear of The Bone Col
lector. It is not only a waste of your admission and the millions spent to make
it, it is also a waste of the talent of Wash
ington, Jolie, and relative new-comer
Leland Orser, who ironically got his start
in "Seven."
It literally boggles the mind that in a
year of such innovative and creative
films like Blair Witch, Sixth Sense, and
American Beauty that studios could still
put out bombs like this. I guess the old
saying is true - the more things change,
the more they stay the same.

Look out
for
a review of
Jewel's new
Holiday
album
featuring
tracks
Silent Night,
Winter
Wonderland
and a
Christmas

Chamber ensemble
to kick-off Holiday season
By Kaylin Curran &
Jen Sehnert
A&E EDITORS

The St. Luke's Chamber Ensemble, one of the most highly visible
and acclaimed chamber ensemble in
New York City, will visit Fairfield
University's Regina A. Quick Center
for the Arts on Saturday, December 11
at 8 p.m.
They will perform an All-Bach program
as a festive selection to celebrate the
holiday season and the composer's
250th anniversary. .
■ The concert will be preceded
by an "Art to Heart" discussion with
Elizabeth Ostrow, director of artistic
planning for St. Luke's Orchestra from
7-7:30 p.m.
St. Luke's has been recognized for its diverse performances with
pieces from the Baroque to contemporary periods. Bernard Holland of the
New York Times said, "[They] sounded
splendid...one of the most powerful
communications between the musician
and listener that this reviewer has experienced in 10 years."
Tickets for the conceit are on

photo: PR

sale through the box office at the Quick
Center. Ticket prices are $30, $27, $24.
There also will be a post-show Bach
show Bach party in the Quick Center

lobby. For further information call (203)
254-4010 or 1-877-ARTS-396.
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Ice Hockey

Floundering on the ice
Stags fall to Army, still winless this season at 0-9-2
By Matthew Payne
SPORTS EDITOR
The Stags continued to struggle on
the ice Tuesday night as they dropped
their ninth game of the season in their
second game amidst a four-game home
stand. The loss was to Army 2-0 in their
second bout this season.
Fairfield played the Cadets in their
first game of the season in the Quinnipiac
Cup on October 22 and managed a 2-2
tie. This began their season on a positive note, but it has been all downhill
since. They are currently 0-9-2, 0-5-2
in league play and had lost eight straight
until tying Sacred Heart 3-3 on Nov. 21
in their first home appearance at the
Wonderland of Ice.
The game was scoreless until the second period when Army's Jon Toftley put
them ahead 1-0 at the 7:37 mark. The
game remained tied until the third session when Brian Sarner scored at 8:07
to seal the game for the Cadets. They
improved to 6-8-1 on the season and 110-1 in the all-time series. Their first
match-up back in October was the first
time the Stags were not beaten by Army.
Cadet senior goalie Corey Winer recorded his second career shutout with the
victory and the first one since his first
year of collegiate hockey. The Cadets
are on a roll as they have won six of thenlast nine contests.
For the Stags, senior goaltender

photo: sports info.
Junior captain Tim Viens, shown above, and the Stags look
for their first victory this Saturday against Bentley.

Derek Saunders stopped 25 of Army's
shots on goal.
The two teams will meet one more
time this season. They play on Tuesday,
Dec. 7 at 7 p.m.
In last week's action, the Stags played
their first home game of the season versus rival Sacred Heart. The Stags entered the game winless and desperate for
a victory, while Sacred Heart was 3-3-1
and earned victories over a few of the
teams that defeated the Stags such as

Canisius.
Fairfield managed to tie Sacred heart
3-3 in the game, which was a moral victory for the squad, although they did
squander two one-goal leads. The
Pioneer's Eric Drake scored his second
goal of the game late in the third period
to force an overtime session. The Stags
outshot the Pioneers 4-1 in the extra
frame, but no goals were scored ending
the game in a 3-3 tie.
Freshman James Lubinski, who ranks

third on the team with four points (3G,
1A), led the way with two goals in the
game. He scored the first goal of the
game 4:20 in the first period, and scored
the go-ahead goal in the third at the 16:26
mark. Fairfield freshman forward Dan
Cotter scored the Stags second goal at
12:40 in the second period to give the
Stags a 2-0 advantage.
The Pioneers fought back though with
goals by Drake and Lloyd Marks in the
second and third periods to determine the
tie. The tie brought Sacred Heart's
record to 3-3-2 overall and 2-3-2 in
MAAC play.
Despite the Stags woes this season,
one thing in their favor is the youth of
their squad. With 15 freshman on the
roster, six of which lead Fairfield in scoring, the team can at least foresee good
things for the future if the rookies continue to improve and contribute on the
ice. Steve Calderara (3 G, 5 A), Ray
Metz (4 G, 4 A) and Dan Cotter (1 G, 7
A) lead the team with eight points apiece.
Ryan Tormey ( 4 G, 3 A) and Casey
Laflamme (4 G, 3 A) are tied for second
with seven points each. James Lubinski
ranks third with four points, three goals
and one assist.
The Stags play two games at home
this weekend at the Wonderland of Ice.
On Friday they host Bentley at 8:00 p.m.
and Saturday they play Holy Cross at
7:45 p.m.

At these prices, it's too bad
we don't sell cars.
Maybe one day we will sell COR, food ond everything else you need. But right now, if s greot deals on textbooks every day. You con save up to 40%, and you'll get your books in
1 to 3 days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using a credit cord. VofsityBooks.com is 100% guaranteed secure. Try saying that about a new SUV.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS,

(JVarsityBook
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Men's Basketball

Stags pummel Peacocks, O'Toole remains confident
end season on good note after rocky start to season
By Matthew Thompson
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
The 1999 Fairfield football season
finished the same way it started: a blowout Stags win. Eleven games after the
Stags pounded Iona in the season opener,
the team wrapped up the '99 season on
Saturday, November 20th by cruising to
a 45-18 victory over the St. Peter's University Peacocks.
The team finished the season with an
impressive 9-2 overall record, and 6-1
record in the MAAC, the exact same
record the team had last season when it
won the conference championship. The
Stags were only eight points away from
being undefeated with two tight
midseason losses at Holy Cross and
Georgetown.
Despite the two losses, Fairfield's 61 conference record puts them in a three
way tie atop the MAAC with
Georgetown and Duquense. However,
the Stags are under conference suspension due to financial aid violations in the
teams first year, and this suspension
makes them ineligible in the conference
and takes away all chance for back-toback conference championships.
Georgetown and Duquesne have
identical conference records, but since
Duquesne won the head-to-head season
match-up, they won the tie breaker and
were thus crowned 1999 MAAC
champs. In the Stags second game of the
season they beat the Dukes 34-21 on
Alumni Field.
Senior quarterback and team leader
Jim Lopusznick said that although there
will be a part of him that wonders what
could have been, the he and the team are
happy about the way they played this
season.

"We played hard, and played to win.
We still had a great season and played
up to our capabilities. We have no regrets. Some of the little things, like the
Wise thing and some injuries took away
from the season a little bit, but there's
nothing we would take back," said
Lopusznick.
Against the Peacocks, Lopusznick
played an outstanding game to put an
explanation point on an outstanding four
years at Fairfield.
The senior QB passed for a school
record and career-high 357 yards and
four touchdowns in the game.
Lopusznick's four touchdowns
pushed his career total to 83 which
moves him into the top 10 all time in
Division I AA touchdown passes. The
co-caption also broke 8,000 yards passing and will finish his career with 8,092
yards in the air.
Junior linebacker Steve Norcini, had
five tackles in the game and pushed his
season total to 92 setting a new school
record for tackles in a single season.
According to head coach Kevin
Kiesel, this season wasn't about records,
it was about a team that played to win
every single week regardless of their
suspension.
"They knew in their hearts that they
could win a championship even though
everyone in the world said they were
under probation and couldn't. Not many
teams in the country could have had a
season like this. It's a tribute to the players," said Kiesel.
In 1996 the when the program was
born, not many people would have
thought that in four short years the Stags
would have put together back-to-back 92 seasons and have a conference title
under their belts. "The seniors left their
mark. They left a winning tradition," said
Kiesel.

Swimming

Marist sinks Stag swimmers
By Matthew Payne
SPORTS EDITOR
The Fairfield Swimming and Diving
squad suffered a tough loss on Saturday,
Nov., 20, when they fell to MAAC foe
Marist in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., who
notched first place in all individual
events except two.
The two winners for the Stags were
Julie Thomson, a senior Sayville, N.Y.
and Steve Kapscinski, a sophomore form
Westfield, N.J. Thomson swam the 200
M backstroke and was victorious with
time 2:22.84. Thomson and the
women's squad lost 137-98 to the Red
Foxes. Kapunscinski led the way for the
men as he finished first place in the 50
M freestyle in 23.47. The men succumbed to Marist 137-89.
Some other top finishers in the meet
for the men's team were David

McGovern and Kevin Young.
McGovern palced second in the 200 M
breaststroke with time 2:24.56. Young
also notched second with time 1:54.61
in the 200 M free. Kapunscinski, in addition to this first place finish, earned
second place in the 50 M free at 51.84.
Despite the loss to Marist on Saturday, the women's team turned in some
good finishes and times. Kelly Taylor
had two second place finishes in the 50
M free and 200 M butterfly. Her times
were 26.55 and 2:19.69, respectively.
Sara Cierski turned in a second place
effort in the 200 M fee in 2:02.15, and
she also finished third in the 100 M free
with time 56.06. The relay team of Taylor, Cierski, Alysia Bruno, and Kate
Lawless garnered a victory in the 200 M
free with time 1:47.14.
The Stags return home this Saturday
for a meet against St. Francis N.Y. at 1:00
p.m.

Upcoming Home Games
Women's basketball- Friday, Dec. 3 vs. Siena at Alumni
Hall at 7 p.m.
Ice Hockey- Friday, Dec. 5 vs. Bentley at 8 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 4 vs. Holy Cross at 7:45 p.m.
Swimming and Diving- Saturday, Dec. 4 vs. St. Francis
(N.Y.) at Alumni Hall 1p.m.

ByAIexPabst
STAFF WRITER

Even though the Stags struggled in
their first four games, Coach Tim
O'Toole is not worried about his team.
"Our guys are frustrated, that's good.
When you're frustrated it means you are
searching for answers," he said.
The Stags fell to Kansas, UNLV,

The Stags next test was UNLV where
freshman Oscar Garcia had a career high
17 points in the Stags 92-68 loss. One
key stat for the Stags was that they shot
74 percent from the free throw line going 14-of-19.
The best showing the Stags had on
the road trip was in Los Angeles, losing
by only 19 to No. 13 UCLA, 76-57. The
Stags pulled within 12 points with four
minutes remaining, but some clutch free
throws by the Bruins put the game out
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Junior swingman Chris Rivers, shown here against Duke last season,
will hopefully boost the Stags to victory this Sunday at Canisius.

UCLA, and Fordham in the past week
and a half, but it was not as bad as it
looked. The Stags lost by 26 to Kansas
and UNLV, 19 to UCLA, and 12 to
Fordham.
"Our guys did play well. We learned
a lot," O'Toole said. The Stags kept the
games close at half time allowing themselves to have a chance in the second
half.
Last year, Fairfield was destroyed by
Duke and UCONN, and was down by
over 20 at the half of each of those
games.
Jeremy Logan, who garnered MAAC
rookie of the week honors, scored 15
points in the second half alone and 17
against No. 11 Kansas. The Stags were
able to come within 12 points with 16
minutes remaining, but Kansas was too
much for the Stags and they fell 97-71.

of reach.
Monday night, Fairfield played
Fordham in the Medowlands in East
Rutherford N.J.
Jermaine Clark had a season high 19
points and Darren Phillip recorded his
second double-double of the season. The
Stags kept it close pulling within eight
with 1:46 left, but four Ram free throws
in the next few seconds gave Fordham a
12-point lead, which was the margin of
their 80-68 victory.
O'Toole has a lot of confidence in his
team heading into Thursday nights opening MAAC game for Fairfield. He knows
his team still has a long way to go, but
for him, it's just another test.
"I feel good about our guys, we need
to keep working. I feel confident in our
team all the time."

Roundup
Men's basketball- L 80-68 Monday, Nov. 29
vs.Fordham at the Meadowlands
Women's basketball- Won the Warner's
Classic at Fairfield: W 83-68 Friday, Nov.
26 vs. Loyola-Chicago
and W 74-65 Saturday,
Nov. 27 vs. Towson
Ice Hockey- L 2-0 Tuesday, Nov. 30 vs.
Army at the Wonderland of Ice
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Showdown with Michigan
Volleyball team to play the Wolverines in the first round of the NCAA tournament
By Matthew Payne
SPORTS EDITOR
Fairfield's volleyball team will be
tested this Friday when they tangle with
the University of Michigan in the first
round of the NCAA tournament. This
game will be a big factor in determining
the validity of the Stags success this season, and will test their ability under pressure.
The Stags' record heading into
Friday's showdown is 30-3, while
Michigan enters just one game over the
.500 mark at 15-14, although they play
in the more competitive Big 10 conference. Fairfield garnered both the regular season crown and the MAAC tournament as they went undefeated in
league play and cruised through post
season play, losing only one game in two
matches in the entire tourney. Michigan
finished eighth in the Big 10 with a 7-13
record, but this included play against
heavy, top-notch competition, along the
lines of Ohio State, Michigan St.,
Purdue, and a host of other nationally
ranked teams.
As quoted on Fairfield's athletic
website, head coach Mitch Jacobs expressed his excitement to be appearing
in their third consecutive NCAA tournament. Although their opponent plays
in the premier volleyball conference in
the nation, he said that right now is the
time to make things happen. He believes
they can beat the mighty Wolverines and
advance to the next round.
Fairfield's game is at the University
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Senior Corrine Carlson will lead the Stags on Friday in the first round of the NCAAs

of Pacific in California, the East Region
top seed, at 5:00 p.m. on Friday. Pacific
(28-2) hosts Colgate (17-17) in the game
following the Stag's, at 7:00 p.m. If the
Stags were to beat Michigan, they would
play the winner of this game at 7:00 p.m.
on Saturday.
After winning the MAAC title over
St. Peter's on Nov. 14, the Stags traveled out West to play two nationally recognized, top-25 teams, Long Beach St

and USC. Coach Jacobs was thinking
ahead when he scheduled these games,
for facing competition like this prepared
them for what they are to face in the
University of Michigan on Friday. Although the Stags lost both of these
games, their first loss to Umass 18 games
ago, they served as good practice for
their upcoming competition.
Against seventh-ranked Long Beach
St., who entered the match at 23-3, Fair-

field lost 3-0 (15-4, 15-8, and 15-3).
Leading the way for the 49ers were
sophomore Cheryl Weaver and Veronica
Walls, who had 18 and 16 kills, respectively.
Bright.spots for the Stags were the
always-consistent Corrine Carlson and
Joanne Saunders. Carlson notched 13
kills and Saunders managed nine kills
and nine digs. Meghan Mahaffy and Liz
Bower helped in the assist department,
with 13 and 11.
The Stags fell behind in the beginning of each game, putting them in a
tough come-from-behind situation,
which left them short at the end.
Although losing 3-0 (15-6,15-9, 1510) the next day to USC, the Stags faired
much better against fifteenth ranked Trojans. The Stags were led Joanne
Saunders who garnered a match best 15
kills and contributed eight digs. Jen
McLaughlin finished with a doubledouble including 10 kills and 11 digs,
and Liz Bower posted an impressive 31
assists in the match. Although tough to
accept the two losses after such a successful season, the experience and exposure against this level of play was
valuable for the competition to come in
the NCAA tournament.
As the Stags awaited their tournament
paring last week, the team was recognized as the number six ranked team in
the district 2 poll, moving up three spots
from number nine.
Wish the Stags luck as they attempt
their first NCAA victory in three years
versus Michigan on Friday at 5:00 p.m.
at the University of Pacific.

Women's hoops wins Warner's Classic
Gail Strumpf named MVP, MAAC Player of the Week
By Matthew Thompson
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
The Fairfield women's basketball
team is off to a fast 3-1 start due to aggressive defense and to the play of 6foot-4 center Gail Strumpf. Strumpf has
lead the Stags' charge with three doubledoubles in the teams first four games and
was named the MAAC Women's Basketball Player of the Week for her efforts.
Strumpf now has over 500 career rebounds and 877 career points. She needs
123 more points to become only the 15th
player in Fairfield history to reach 1,000
points.
Strumpf averaged 18.7 points, 12 rebounds, and 3 blocks per game last week
when the Stags hosted and won the 20th
annual Fairfield Warner Classic Tournament. Strumpf's two double-doubles
made her an easy choice for tournament
MVP and helped give Fairfield its 14th
title in the 20-year history of the tournament and the team's first since 1996.

Fairfield trailed early in the champi- senior Ashley Ranaldo had one.
The Stags' defense forced 14 Loyola
onship game against Towson University,
but a 16-6 Stags run helped the team turnovers while holding them to only
climb to a 35-28 half-time lead. Towson 28% shooting from the field.
Strumpf, and fellow junior Holli
came out shooting in the second half and
10 of Mylisa Pilione's 16 points helped Tapley were both named to the All-Tourcut the Fairfield lead to three points with nament team. Tapley averaged 12 points
per game during the
12:43 left in the
tournament. Procontest.
ceeds from the
The Stags and
Warners Classic
Strumpf proved to
"It's nice to start with went to support the
be to much for
more wins than losses. It Boys and Girls Clubs
Towson with another run. Fairfield
helps us build momentum of Bridgeport.
Before the
outscored Towson
for the restof the season."
Warner's
classic,
18-6 with 10 points
Fairfield
opened
it's
coming
from
-Gail
Strumpf
season
on
the
road
Strumpf to take a
against ACC team
late 15 point lead.
Wake Forest. The
This was all the
Stags needed to go onto a 74-65 win and Stags started the game with dismal
25.8% shooting in the first half, but were
tournament championship.
In the first round, the Stags soundly able to stay in the game because of Wake
beat Loyola of Chicago in a game where Forest's equally poor 30% shooting.
"It was a sloppy first half for both
the Stags recorded seven blocks as a
team. Strumpf and sophomore forward teams," said Stags head coach Dianne
Amy Hurford each had three blocks, and Nolan.

Down by five at the half, the Stags
battled back and with 16 minutes left in
the half, sophomore guard Megan Light
converted a three point play to tie the
game. The Stags took the lead for good
a minute later when Light hit two more
free throws.
The Demon Deacons pulled to within
one with a 1:01, but the Stags defense
stayed tough and the team scored six
unanswered points to upset the Deacons
63-56.
"We played some real aggressive basketball, "said Nolan. "When we put the
pressure on good things happen. This
was a big win for us, to beat Wake Forest, an ACC team on the road in our season opener."
Strumpf, who scored 15 points and
had 11 rebounds in the game said that
the win at Wake Forest helped get the
team ready for the Warner Classic and
the restof the season. "It was great. Very
exciting. A lot of people didn't expect
it," said Strumpf. " It's nice to start with
more wins then losses. It helps us build
momentum for the rest of the season."
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